
 DeGame Community  
Web3 Games Proof of Contribution Platform 



Beginner’s Guide

Bootstrap Support

User-driven Growth

On-chain Verification 
Provide beginner guide tools, engage users in 

social media, testnet, statistic ecosystem 

projects adoption.

                      Content Creation
Engage the community in creating content, 

such as youtube video, product guide, dune 

analysis, meme competitions .

Provide a variety of quests templates and 

Discord roles as reward to guide the 

community bootstrap

Provide KOL/Guild contribution ranking, viral 

growth tools, verify  KOL/Guild all contributions, 

CPS and other wayss to motivate KOL/Guild to 

promote the project.

 KOL/Guild Viral Marketing 

Accurate airdrop rewards to users who contribute to 

the ecosystem, on chain-offchain proof of 

contribution,efficient use of marketing budget

Provide on-chain validation tools to prevent Sybil 

attacks, fake numbers or accounts, market fraud 

and other abnormal behaviours.

One-stop Community Engagement and Growth Guide



Beginner’s Guide

Simple quests to guide community learn about project, follow social media, read whitepaper, anwer quiz and 

take part in campaigns.

Project 
Information

Tasks Layout

Leaderboard

Twitter Tasks

Dev Tasks

On-chain Tasks

Discord Tasks



 Community AIGC Creation

Content Creation Task Creation with external tools Tasks

Users are motivated to generate valuable content for the project using various means such as AIGC, short 

videos, articles, posters, product tutorials, MEME diagrams, instructions for beginners, promotional documents, 

AI-generated diagrams, promotional articles, etc. 



Eco-system Projects Traffic Bootstrap

Testnet Related Tasks

Guide Community to use projects on the blockchain 



Customized Tasks

Individual contribution values and different tasks can be customized based on the project's 

timeline to guide the community/KOLs to align with the project's needs. This approach can be 

utilized as a foundation for rewarding airdrops using point and ranking systems.



 KOL/Guild Viral Marketing

Guild up to invite new users

DeGame provides a tool to record KOL and Guild contribution to projects.  Projects could 

leverage KOL& Guild to grow community by viral marketing. 



User-driven Growth

By implementing a personal leaderboard with daily, weekly, or 

monthly rankings based on points earned, users who actively 

contribute to the ecosystem can be accurately rewarded 

through airdrops. 

Recognizing and rewarding the active involvement of 

community users in quests and activities can significantly 

increase engagement within the community.



On-Chain Verification

DeGame offers a conditional filtering tool and an on-chain verification tool that can verify the quality 

of new users through its on-chain data. The validation criteria can be customized according to the 

project's own needs, making Sybil attacks difficult and preventing fake accounts and/or numbers.



Game-Fi Publishing Platform

Two rounds of funding $10 million from 2021 to 2022 respectively, led by  

Folius, Kenetic, Hack VC and A&T , followed by 20 other institutions

Backers



Overall Introduction



A BOOMING MARKET

GameFi will grow into a hundred billion dollar industry within 5 
years, bringing massive infrastructure oppotunities for builders.

Both investors and players have a strong demand to explore 
new games, game related news and reviews on our one-stop 
blockchain gaming platform.Compared with traditional games, 
NFT games have a high entry barrier and it's hard to identify 
quality projects in today's competitive market.

GAMEFI MARKET REVIEW



DEGAME INTRODUCTION

Game

4000+ 

Token
958+

PoC Commuities

58

Registered User

200,000+

Guild
42

DeGame.com is a Game-Fi publishing community that helps players and investors search and participate in all GameFi 
projects. 
While using DeGame, users can track GameFi tokens and NFTs prices, identify game earning opportunities, and analyze on-
chain and off-chain data of projects to make investments. Launched in 2021 October, Degame has already listed more than 
4000 GameFi projects and become the most comprehensive GameFi projects' prices and data aggregator and search engine.   

WeB3 Games Aggregator



DEGAME PRODUCTS

For game lovers, DeGame provides the ideal 
pathway where you can discover new exciting 
games, download, review, and discuss with the 
community.

For investors, DeGame's data research provides 
unique insights into market trends and game 
projects that are taking place.

DeGame's goal is to build a vibrant global 
community of game enthusiast KOLs and grow 
into the world's #1 web3 Proof of Contribution 
distributing platform.

GAME

Token Data 

PoC 

KOL /Guild

ON DEGAME, WE HAVE FOUR MAIN SECTIONS:



GAME SECTION-1

Users can gain game information from the 
Game section, ranging from All Game, 
Most Users, Community Size, Recently 
added, Gainers & Losers, Top Rated, Most 
download and Most Visited.



GAME SECTION-2

Price highlight of game 
related tokens

Direct link to game’s 
website and social media

More Game 
Information

Game Each game will be featured on its own game profile which shows extensive information that includes, the installation package, 
introductions, reviews, token prices, game guides and more.



GAME SECTION-GAME OVERVIEW

Game Category

Detail Game producers can provide detailed information including promotion videos, gameplay, pictures and other game details.

Game Producer

Customized Game 
Details



GAME SECTION-STRATEGY

Strategy

An experienced team of editors regularly publish 
game guides for new players.

Price

We will present visualized token pricing and market 
trend of the game.



GAME REVIEW

Select best reviews 
of KOL 

Every registered user can 
leave comment and rate 
the game.

Users can freely discuss 
and interact with the game 
in this area.

Community Users can post reviews and interact with other user’s comments, forming a robust community.



MARKET & TOP LIST SECTIONS

Market

Players and investors can access real-time GameFi market 
data and  price trend.

Top Rated

Our editors and KOLs have listed the hottest games, top rated 
games, and new games.



KOL Section

Feed Users can gain detailed Game-Fi information in the “Feed” section. We have also invited insightful Kols to join, where 
you can find all the Game-Fi information you need.



KOL Section

Users can gain trending kols 
news in “Home”.

Users can also participate in the 
exclusive game Space to get 
the latest news.

Users can view, follow, and like 
KOL's posts based on the 
timeline in Tracking.



OUR PARTNERS

34+ Game Partners,   70+Guilds, with business partners from the Philippines, Vietnam, 
Indonesia, India, Turkey, Australia, Thailand, South Korea and other countries.



GAME DATA ANALYSIS

Reports DeGame provides daily/ Weekly ROI reports of our partners to help the P2E community understand their expected ROI. 
DeGame also provides in-game NFT stats analysis and play to earn economic report to help users better understand the 
growth of in game assets and the life-cycle of the game.



GAME DATA ANALYSIS

Quarterly Report Investing and 
Fundraising Database

Chain Game Weekly

The DeGame investment research team is deeply involved in the field of chain games, and is 
committed to providing users with industryAnalysis, game database, game dynamics and other 

in-depth chain game research and judgment.



GAME DATA ANALYSIS

Quarterly Report

In-depth analysis of chain game ecology

Take a look at the overall situation of Web3.0, and 
understand the overall situation of the GameFi 
market from a macro perspective

Key data tracking and display of popular GameFi 
projects, digging out the next explosive point

Click Here to Check Full Version of 
Q2 GameFi Industry Report

Click Here to Check Full Version of 
Q3 GameFi Industry Report



PROMOTE ON DEGAME.COM

Home Banner

Display your banner at the top of the page to 
get maximum visibility

Detail

Create your own project page, be featured with 
more functions



PROMOTE ON DEGAME.COM

Join the latest DeGame Airdrop Events Deliver in-depth content to users

Add your recent activity to attract new users Display your project on top of the trending game list



EVENT COOPERATION

DeGame 
Roundtable/Community AMA 

Twitter Followers: 61k 
Discord Members: 48k 
Telegram Members: 12k
Tune-in: 0.5k-1.4k



EVENT COOPERATION

AirDrop Activity

Together with GameFi projects we bring 
benefits to our users with whitelist, airdrop, 
giveaway events.

*We will provide promotion support on our 
website/community/social media platform 



Promotion in DeGame

Multiple Media Promote Channels



PROMOTE ON DEGAME

Post / Pin your AMA/Airdrop 
event on twitter

DeGame Bilingual 
Community

DeGame Chinese Community



COOPERATION CASE-GAME DOWNLOAD

Cooperation Models

CPA mode: Drive traffic to partner website, 
conduct data audits using attribution platforms 
(such as Apps Flyer and Adjust), and pay per 
click. 

CPS mode: provides a channel package that is 
integrated with SDK, which reports user 
recharge amounts (i.e., the number of flow 
times the amount) and divides the amount 
accordingly. 20% is recommended. 

Traffic Estimation

It is expected to bring more than 100,000 new 
users every month, and we will decide the user 
area based on the purchase price.



Community Module

Community features will support various project management communities and motivate 
users to complete customized tasks



Contact

business@degame.com

Follow us

@degame_l2y

discord.gg/degame 

@DeGame_l2y

t.me/DeGameOfficial

https://twitter.com/degame_l2y
https://t.me/DeGameOfficial
www.youtube.com/@DeGame_l2y
https://t.me/DeGameOfficial

